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Answer three questions only including question one

Q1: a:- The boundary diameter of a thin semi-circular plate of radius 'a' is maintained at 0'C and the

temperatue along the circumference is given by T (a'0) = f (0) ' Drive an expression for temperature

distribution in the plate in steady state condition. 20 Marks

1 0 Marks

b:- The wing of an aeroplane is considered as a rectangular flat plate and its curvature is neglected.

The plane moves with a speed of300 km/hr. Assuming the surrounding air is stationary and at 2"C and

pressure is 68 cm ofHg, find the followings'

ia) The heat loss p"r *it 
" 

length ofthe wing ifthe width ofthe wing (parallel to flow direction) is

ijO ". und is at 18.C. (b) Assuming that the flow is completely turbulent over the width of the

wing, find the frictional force per metrc length of the wing. (c) Draw the curve for local heat

tranifer coefficient along the width ofthe wing. The properties ofair at 10"C are given below:

g:1005J/kg-K,v=14.2x10-6m2lsec,K:0.0249Wm-K,p=l.25kglmr, 20Marks
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Q2: a:- Drive an expression:

b:- A composite fin consists of a cylindrical rod (3 mm diameter and 100 mm length) of one

material, uniformly covered with another material forming outer diameter 10 mm and length 100 mm'

k (inner material) = l5 Wm'Cl k (outer material) :45 W/m'C'

h lsurface heat transfer coefficient) = l2 Wm'"C.
(ij Determine the eflectiveness ofG composite fin. Assume no temperature gradient along the radial direction

and end is insulated for the composite fin.

(ii) Also find out the expression ior the efficient ofthis fin and its value for the given data. 20 Marks

Hollow fin
(t = 45 w/m'C)

, = tm mm ----+ Inslhtcd cnd

- Prove that the maximum temperature at the centre of wire, carrying electrical current, is given by

12T.* = T.,, +-;-;'

where T* = surface temperature. J = current and electrical conductivities of the

wire material respectively R = radius of the

4k.
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b: - eir at 15oC and I bar flows with a velocity of 8 m/s past a flat plate utrich is maintained at a uniform
temperatrre of 1 15'C. Calculate the thickness of the boundary layer 0.6m from the leading *lge and estimate ttre
position ofttre point oftrarsition to tubulent flow ifthe nubulent flow starts wtren Re exceeds 5,00,000. Also find
the total drag force on one side of the plate, per metre width of plate over the first 0.6 m . ( b ) Also find the
hear ftnsfer coefficient 0.6 m from the leading edge ofthe plare. Hence calculate the mte ofheat transfer from
one side of the plate to the air, per metre width of plate, over the first 0.6 m. The properties of air at mean

p=1.46kdm3 , g= 1.01 kJ/kgK , st,--2.02x10-5 kg/ms , K=29.2 x10-3 WmK. 20 Marks

Q4:a:- Drive an expression for the heat flow through spherical container of inner radius R1 and outer
radius fu, when the conductivity of the material is given by the expression where T; and Te are the
corresponding temperatures at & and Ro.

K=K.+(R.--r(#) loMarks

b:- The temperature of moon surface at a particular location varies as sign wave with respect to time
from 40oC to 50"C during 24-hours. Determine : (a) Maximum temperature at a depth of 30 cm. (b)

Time lag at a depth of 3 cm. (c) Temperature at a depth of 30 cm, 12 hours after the surface temperatue
reaches minimum value. (d) Heat ftowin and out of moon p"r.2 ur"a after every half cycle. Take the

following properties. K=0.63 Wm-oC ,co= 1.88 kJ/kg-oC, p = 1600 kg/m3
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